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Spares, Repairs and
‘New Compatibles’

I

have to admit
that my column
last month
contained almost
with Terry Heaslip:
equal content
Spares@hrca.net
about products
that might be
described as only
related to Hornby as those that actually came under the banner
Spares, Repairs and ‘New Compatibles’.
Nevertheless I hope members appreciate hearing about these
‘novelties’ which don’t really have a suitable place anywhere
else in the Collector. Please do therefore keep me advised of
anything that may be of interest to other members. If I consider
the product or service worthy of mention I will pass it on but,
at present, I do not intend lengthening the title yet again to
incorporate ‘accoutrements’.
This month however all the news is contained in the Directory
Updates below.

Directory Updates/ New Products
ACE Trains: Allen Levy (577) has given me the following
additional information to be read in conjunction with this
month’s and other recent ACE Trains adverts that appear on the
rear cover.
Members will have seen details of the Jubilee, Black 5 and
Coronation class locos announced last month. This issue heralds
yet another iconic loco that will no doubt appeal to many
Hornby boys. Coming early next year will be an ACE version
of the Metropolitan Bo-Bo electric locos in Metropolitan,
wartime grey, and London Transport liveries. These are being
manufactured in Europe, powered by two ETS motor bogies, with
tinprinted sides, a steel roof and chassis plus directional lighting.
The retail price will be £295, which will include four destination
boards. This is a computer-generated impression of the wartime
grey livery version.

deliveries should start
in time for Christmas,
together with the C/24
series of six-wheeled
coaches and E/16
Bulldogs.
The makeup of
the latest G/2 Van
Sets was mentioned
in the September
advertisement. Of
these vans, two new
designs may well
be of interest to
Hornby boys: the SR
Refrigerator Vans,
and Horse Boxes
(based on the Dublo
tinplate version) in
both NE and BR. It
is hoped that these
will be available from
February 2012.
Richard Bonnett
(7605) has made a batch of
rubber dumbbells for joining
Dublo plastic platforms and
canopies, shown here. Price
£2.00 each + p&p.
Mark Carne (4118) informs me that regretfully he will have
to cease supplying his spare parts listed in the Directory for
at least the next six months due to pressure of work. Existing
orders will be honoured, but no new orders for spares can be
taken until further notice.
Graham Lock (non-member) has added Cable Drums and
Cable Drum Holders to his increasing range of accessories.
The cable drums, similar in size to Hornby, are made from
300gsm Art board covered with computer generated overlays,
printed digitally for superior quality. Whilst they can be used as
loads, Graham describes their use as ‘scatter’ accessories around
sidings, etc. Various names include: British Telecoms, London
Transport, Frank Hornby Cables, Metropolitan Cables Dept,
London Midlands Cables, Jack the Cat Cables, Signals & Telegraph
and many more. They are individually packed, and priced at: £3.50
each, 2 for £6.00 or 4 for £10.00 + £1.50 post.

The significance of the water tower shown in last month’s
advert has now been clarified as being Allen’s Christmas surprise
mentioned in September. This tinplate accessory is based on
one produced by Carette which is considered by many to be
classic design and now very hard to come by. Priced at £149 it
has a movable water crane arm and features two ‘Hornby style’
working lamps bracketed off opposing corners, rated at 24 volts,
with an electrical connection on the base.
Designed to sit comfortably between two parallel tracks
formed by using standard Hornby 2ft track, a place can easily be
found to accommodate one on most layouts.
Production of the long awaited E/10 Schools class is now
fully under way, having been held up in order to complete a final
minor modification that will allow easier removal of the mech
for lubrication. This feature was incorporated in the design but it
was felt that a slight improvement would be more ‘user friendly’
for any non-mechanically minded owners. It is hoped that first
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The H-D ‘United Dairies’ Milk Tank Wagon
From the collection of Bob Field

1962 saw the introduction of a most
attractive 6-wheeled model of the United
Dairies milk tank wagons which transported
milk in bulk, mainly to our capital city. This
was, in Hornby terms, not a long project,
having started late in 1960 with polystyrene
mouldings for the tank and manhole cover,
plus the ladder (in lacquered brunofix-finished
mild steel) and wires. In July 1962 came a final
flurry in the drawing office, sorting out the last
details for the Production Dept drawings.
Compromises had to be made; the four
straps holding the tanks to the bolsters
(originally not even featured on the plans)
were eventually moulded as details on the
tank, but could not be continued vertically to
the chassis edges (see right). Colours were
brighter than in real life, with dark transfer
letters on a light tank rather than the reverse
as on the prototypes.

The first Hornby-Dublo version (above and right)
featured tall bolsters that made it hard to fit the wire
stays, since the wire mounting holes were rather too far
inboard on the chassis. This may have been necessary to
avoid making the hole through the thickest metalwork
at the edge of the chassis. Thus, the wires needed to be
bent on fitting in order to pass the bolsters.
The wagon on the right is lighter in colour than the
one above, and this sort of difference is commented
on by Michael Foster, though its causes (batch to batch
variation, or ageing in different conditions) are uncertain.
The box remained boringly constant for all versions. The
same two wagons are shown below, in the hope that the
difference of shade may be more obvious when seen side
by side.

The problem with the wires was solved on this
uncommon intermediate version by lowering all the
bolsters in height to give the necessary clearance, as
on the example on the right. There are signs that this
may have been achieved by grinding down the height of
original tall bolsters. The wire stays passed effortlessly
over the lower bolsters.

The final versions (left), for which the
diecasting moulds have been revised, are
the most commonly found examples.
They present a somewhat unsatisfactory
compromise, with four of the bolsters
remaining at the initial height, but the
others reduced so that the wires pass
cleanly. This solved the mechanical
problem, but the intermediate version
above with uniformly lower bolster height
perhaps looked better against the full sized
wagons.
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Metamorphosis in Metroland
The reincarnation of a 4-4-2T

John Tucker (2172)

Having over the years brought back to life several (mainly
Hornby) O gauge loco body casualties, my family tells me that,
in an attempt to ease my conscience, I often claim that the one
most recently completed could well be my last restoration job
ever and that I’ll hang up the hacksaw and call it a day.
“Is that so?” they usually reply in flat, disbelieving tones as
if they’ve heard it all before. Then, as if right on cue, another
loco body turns up out of the blue. The temptation to do just
one more is too much to resist – spurred on, as always, by the
image in one’s mind of the ‘new’ engine setting out on its maiden
circumnavigation of the layout attached to a rake of appropriate
coaches.
Such was the case some time ago, when Mark Bailey e-mailed
me to say that tucked away somewhere underneath ‘King’s
Cross’ he had an old Hornby clockwork 4-4-2 tank body which
hadn’t seen the light of day for some while. He would try to
locate it and, if successful, willingly donate it to my layout.
I’m sure he had in mind that my Neasden stud was noticeably
deficient and would benefit from the addition of a restored or
re-vamped tank engine plying up and down on the Metropolitan/
Great Central line in the rich crimson lake livery of the
Metropolitan or the maroon of London Transport. I wholly
agreed with his thinking, and thanked him for his kindness.
Eventually the parcel arrived on the doorstep, and this
provided the stimulus to work out strategy. Long before Mark’s
ownership it had been over-painted in a thick dark green treaclegloss coat. Furthermore, as he’d already explained, it was missing
one or two bits and pieces of bodywork. We subsequently
corresponded on how this particular body might be treated.
Three options presented themselves:
1. A sort of purist approach. Re-make it as a standard
production 4-4-2T but finish in Metropolitan or the later
London Transport livery.
2. A reformist solution, as shown at the top of the page, in
LT livery. Make some modifications and convert to a 4-4-4
wheel arrangement with a bogie under the cab in place
of the pony truck. On this particular body the so-called
ash-pan was missing anyway, so circumstances alone were
influencing a decision in that direction.
By using a little imagination, this might go some way
to represent a personal favourite: one of the eight large
Charles Jones ‘H’ Class 4-4-4 Metropolitan tank engines
that operated on this line when I was a boy. There would
be sufficient space for a rear bogie if the driving wheel
centres could be moved forward by about 3mm on a newly
constructed electric motor chassis. All wheel centres
would then be symmetrical either side of an imaginary
vertical centre line on its side elevation. The aesthetically
pleasing engine body proportions would not be unduly
affected by doing this and it all looked nicely balanced on
paper.
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3. A more radical reformist solution. Further modify Option
2 with added outside cylinders and connecting rods
attached to the rear drivers. This idea’s use of cylinders had
considerable appeal. Not the bulky things fitted to the No 3
range, but possibly those of a Compound or something
similar. Chris and Julie Graebe mentioned in their book that
Hornby may have considered fitting No 3 type cylinders
to the 4-4-2T but this was probably dismissed for reasons
of cost. A pair of footsteps mounted behind the front
buffer beam ends facing forward and another pair mounted
likewise at the rear would introduce an extra characteristic
and unusual feature of the handsome ‘H’ Class.
At decision time, Mark leaned towards the purist option,
adhering more faithfully than I to our Association’s unwritten
creed of “leave well alone”.
In the end, a 4-4-4 compromise version was settled upon,
but with no outside cylinders and the remainder more or less as
original Hornby, except for a new livery. I hesitate to admit that
the third option (which I secretly yearned for and the obvious
choice of a heathen) could well form the basis of a future project.
As most of my locos came into my hands as beyondredemption ‘scrappers’, I fall into the semi-devout category of
a restorer/revamper/scratch-builder/runner rather than a truly
devout collector of mint-boxed gems destined for the display
cabinet.
But I need to refer to the 1960s to explain some background.
At that time I was reluctant to part with a large quantity of
coarse scale brass track home-made ten years earlier and uplifted
from a previous clockwork and steam garden railway. Thus did
I fall unwittingly between the two stools of collectable 3-rail
electric Hornby/Bassett-Lowke etc and the new 2-rail fine-scale
super-duper kit-built products as portrayed in the Gauge O Guild
Gazette and elsewhere.
With both a keen sense of loyalty to the old coarse standards
and a restricted budget, I had no appetite for converting to the
newly introduced fine-scale Peco track. The old coarse track
now re-laid on an indoor layout suited perfectly not only Hornby
clockwork but also the 1960s battery powered Tri-ang/Rovex
products and (later still, after 2-rail electrification, just as
O gauge was making a come-back) Lima products in the 1970s.
Externally fired pot-boiler steam, a major fire hazard
indoors, was regrettably banished from the house. Then,
with a diminishing use of clockwork, a need for more steam
outline locos was met by scratch-building true-to-scale detailed
prototypes powered by electric motors and by fitting similar
electric motor chassis inside restored Hornby (and BassettLowke) loco bodies.
This ensured that the Hornby element in particular could be
fully preserved on the railway, with all its rolling stock refitted
with plastic wheels. The fizz of the adrenalin rush during visits
to the swap-meet aisles was kept alive by the search for these
tinplate bodies in poor condition – a low-cost approach to
getting something ‘new’ running.
In each case, after restoration, the much-loved character of
the Hornby engines was usually recovered, at least from their
waistline upwards because all engines, from whatever origin, had
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in reality this actual
engine had gone for
ever too, as each
of the eight in the
majestic ‘H’ Class
was scrapped by
1947.
As with so
many real railway
memories, there
is often a twinge
of sadness when
an object of
significance is
eliminated and
passes into history.
At least today,
through our
enthusiasm for
railways in general
and for Hornby
in particular, we
are able in our
own way (if we
feel so inclined) to
recapture some
of those moments
we hold most dear
and, (by using our
imagination) re-live
episodes of the
past we are never
likely to see again.
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Two Gresley puzzles
More oddities
Following Ron McCaskie’s letter in the October journal, I did the
reverse and checked my Gresley coaches. I found that I had one
Gresley teak
coach with
LMS style
bogies and
one blood
and custard
type also
with LMS
style bogies.
Both appear
to be original
with no sign
of tampering.
Was this a case of Gresley coaches being still in production but
running out of the correct style of bogies, or was it slipshod
quality control?
Just to turn things a shade topsy-turvy, how about my brake
van with an
inverted side
panel? Surely
a Friday
afternoon job.
The
photographs
show all.
Nigel Clark
(4691)

Another 4-4-2T Conversion

I was interested to see the piece and photos on page 23 of
the September Collector. Whilst I have never come across a BR
suburban coach with Gresley ends and roof (but with BR bogies, I
see), I do have a suburban coach on Gresley bogies similar to the
one shown by Chris Prentice.
I bought it some years ago (for £7 I think) from Peter J Davies
at a Shepton Mallet Toyfair in the days when he used to attend
them. It shows no signs of having been tampered with, and some
of the tabs securing the underframe to the body have the typical
twist which would be very difficult to reproduce without making
scratches. Additionally, I do not think that Peter would knowingly
have sold a ‘fake’ without saying so. Until now I have never come
across another one.
Whilst not common, examples of late production D11 coaches
with BR bogies are not scarce, suggesting that stocks of Gresley
bogies ran out towards the end of D11 production in the same
way that white roofs seem to have run out during the final run of
3rd class D1 teak coaches.
Presumably the bogies were fitted to the frame pressings
before the bodies were added, and were produced in batches;
and no doubt they were stored in bins on the production lines.
Maybe the D13 frame bin became empty towards the end of
a working day and a few frames were borrowed from the D11
stocks to make up the coaches before finishing time.
Or it may have been a simple error in assembly; I have a D13
brake/3rd with windows in both ends, which I think I bought new
from my local agents when they were clearing stocks of Dublo in
the late 1960s – another production error?
Thank you to everyone involved in the production and
distribution of the Collector. It’s a first class magazine, always full
of interest, and I know that these things don’t just happen.
George Moon (412)

More Hidden Signal Box Tinprint
At the Rugby Vintage train show Nicholas Oddy showed me
the insides of this No. 1 Signal Cabin, which unusually (it seemed)
used obsolete tinprinted sheet from the post-1928 Lattice Girder
Bridge wing walls. You can easily see if you have one of these
cabins without removing the roof; the bottom of the baseplate
will be blue.
,

David Davenport has kindly sent us these photos of another
home conversion – transmogrifying Hornby 4-4-2 components
into an
interesting
version of the
LNER’s V3 class
loco, shown
below in this
photo of one of
the (somewhat
varied) original
class.
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Dave Norville happened along – and surprised us by saying
“I’ve got one of those, too!”, Dave’s example (below) is even
better, this time even incorporating the tinprinted trademark!
Chris Graebe (384)
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